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ACQUIRED DATA SOLUTIONS MAKES FIRST APPEARANCE AT 45th ANNUAL
COMTO NATIONAL MEETING & TRAINING CONFERENCE TO
DISCUSS TRANSPORTATION SECURITY
-- Presentation will focus on Testing in The Transportation Security Sector-(Washington, D.C.) – ACQUIRED DATA SOLUTIONS will bring 20-years of experience in Testing,
data analytics and process improvement to Dallas, TX as part of the transportation safety conversation at
the Comto National Meeting. The company will offer real-world insights into the Transportation Safety
Administration (TSA) protocol and procedures as it relates to testing environments. ACQUIRED DATA
SOLUTIONS will present on Monday, July 11 from 4:00p.m. – 5:15p.m at the Dallas Omni Hotel.
“As an organization we are honored to be included as a presenter at the Comto National Meeting &
Transportation Conference to share our testing experience, said Steve Seiden, President Acquired Data
Solutions.” “At ACQUIRED DATA SOLUTIONS we understand testing and exploring current as well
as future operational threats is the only way to prepare, safeguard and possibly prevent incidents
involving transport. Although the information INAwe will be sharing showcases our relationship with
TSA it is something that can be applied to any transportation entity.”
Attendees will also hear case studies from ACQUIRED DATA SOLUTIONS team members regarding
their experiences with the on-site testing process for clients. By sharing these details potential clients in
the room will be able to understand how testing can be an invaluable resource for them to consider when
incorporating new equipment into their transportation systems.
ACQUIRED DATA SOLUTIONS will be at the 22nd Annual National Instruments Week at the
Austin Convention Center August 1-4 in Austin, TX. The ACQUIRED DATA SOLUTIONS team will
demonstrate Radio Frequency solutions, Spectrum Defender at the military/aerospace pavilion. In
addition, ADS will give five presentations during NI Week on the following topics: Cyber physical: The
convergence of Cyber-Electronic Warfare and other physical devices, New Optical Sensors that
eliminated Electromagnetic interference, Integrated embedded platform to implement Areva’s Caviation
Peening techniques to repair nuclear reactors and Insurance Institute of Highway Safety to test and
measure the effectiveness adaptive headlights and finally how we built an integrated data acquisition
platform to collect BIG DATA from their Net-Zero house. For more information please visit
www.acquiredata.com/index.html.
About ACQUIRED DATA SOLUTIONS:
ACQUIRED DATA SOLUTIONS (ADS) is located outside of Washington, D.C. in Rockville, MD and
is celebrating 20-years of serving government and commercial clients since 1997. ADS is an engineering
company that provides complete solutions for data acquisition, developmental and operational test, as
well as process improvement. ADS enables customers to solve their complex development and production
problems using by engineering integrated software and hardware solutions. This includes the ability to
emulate environments during the developmental and operational phases before deployment, production or
field testing. At ADS customers receive expert level knowledge, dependability, dedication, and
communications transparency they can rely on for all their project needs.
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